Abstract. Good knowledge of acoustic emission (AE) source location is the basic requirement for further damage mechanism characterization. Calculation of the AE source location is mostly based on arrival time differences of the signals recorded by different transducers. Error free arrival time determination is the crucial factor for the localization results accuracy together with the exact elastic wave velocity measurement. In the paper difficulties and limitations of the elastic wave velocity computation are shown. To solve the velocity and the time differences problems, new approach to AE source localization is described. The new method estimates the AE source coordinates using artificial neural network (ANN) processing extracted signal parameters. The ANN do not uses neither arrival time differences nor elastic wave velocities as input data. The new approach advantages are discussed in cases of both numerical and practical experiments. The experiments results are promising for the use of designed localization method in praxis.
Introduction
Among many AE source parameters, the source position is one of the most important. Classical algorithms of AE event detection and its source location (based on signal arrival time differences between pairs of AE transducers) give satisfactory results in relatively simple situations. Nevertheless, they can completely fail under conditions when dispersion, high background noise or unknown material anisotropy is present. Massive AE signal distortion during its pass from source to transducer makes the signal accurate arrival time detection very difficult.
Advanced methods of arrival time differences computation were published, but in many situations (in dispersive media e.g.) the new methods results are not accurate enough yet. So in the Institute of Thermomechanics new method of AE source location based on common signal features (without the time differences knowledge) was suggested to reduce the time differences inaccuracy influence over computed AE source coordinates. The method is based on an artificial neural network (ANN) using and works with common AE signal parameters, such as RMS, rise time, maximum signal amplitude, etc., representing redundant input data set for the ANN training. The algorithm is very flexible, because enables to choose the best set of location parameters in every specific situation.
It is clear that elastic wave propagation in an aircraft is rather difficult to describe and understand. The aircraft is often complex thin wall structure made using hi-tech materials (special light alloys, composite materials, etc.) with strong distortion influence on propagating elastic wave. That is why complex aircraft structure -part of L-39 training jet aircraft wing -was chosen as specimen to demonstrate the suggested location method potential (see Fig. 1 ).
Experiment
The new approach to AE source location is documented on the wing spar cutout of L-39 aircraft (Fig. 1 ). During experiment, elastic waves excited by pen-tests were detected by miniature piezoelectric AE transducers S1 -S4 (see Fig. 2 ) and recorded by 4-channel acoustic emission system PAC μDiSP. For the neural network processing purpose (the learning and approximation of correct pen-test coordinates), two measurements were proceeded. The first one, covering training points, was measured to provide the proper network learning. To validate the generalization abilities of the trained network, data from the testing points were used (Fig. 2) .
Elastic wave velocities
The common triangulation AE sources location algorithm uses an elastic wave velocity as input parameter. It is usually not clear what elastic wave and what velocity is the true parameter. Of course, detected AE signal amplitude and the signal spectrum vary from AE event to AE event significantly. Consequently some average velocity of "average" (or the most typical) wave mode is Fig. 2 . Training and testing pen-test points and four active sensors S1 -S4.
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Acoustic Emission Testing measured and used. However, in complex or relatively small (up to 1 -2 m length) structure localization error caused by the non-exact velocity value can be very large. We try to compute elastic wave velocity in tested L-39 wing section using the AE signal arrival times measured by the PAC μDiSP system. Because pen-test points 2 -12 with x-coordinate equal to 1 are placed just on strait line between the transducers S1 and S2, the wave velocity will be v = Δs/Δt, where Δs is difference between the distances of pent-test and S1 or S2 transducer and Δt is time difference between corresponding AE signal arrival times (recorded by the S1 and S2 sensors).
Computed velocities in all points between the S1 and S2 transducers (excepting point 7 which is too close to S1-S2 abscissa centre) are summarized in Table 1 . Median of the velocity values from the Table 1 is 2.77 mm/μs. Because the longitudinal wave velocity in aluminium alloy, from which is the specimen made, is about 6.2 mm/μs, it is clear that the wave detected by the PAC system is not longitudinal wave anyway. But the main problem with the elastic wave velocity is that the velocity varies from point to point (see Table 1 ) in vast range 2.55 -5.28 mm/μs. The velocity value depends on AE signal amplitude and the PAC system threshold. Table 1 : Elastic wave velocities computed from the differences of pen-test signal arrival time.
The pen-tests were placed between the transducers S1 and S2. Your attempt to compute some "average" elastic wave velocity in tested body fails. If median or arithmetic mean of the velocities from the Table 1 will be used as input data of the classical triangulation location algorithm, big inaccuracies in computed AE source coordinates would occur. Because dispersion is presented in AE signals emitted by the sources placed on central metal sheet (with holes), time differences detection is not easy and accurate too. This is why new location algorithm, which works without the elastic wave velocity and time differences knowledge and which will be described bellow, is much suitable tool for AE sources location in complex aircraft structure than the classical triangulation algorithm.
Signal parameterisation
After recording of signals from all four sensors (S1-S4) and from all training and testing points (see Fig. 2 ), the following classical AE parameters in time and frequency (spectral) domain were computed:
• time domain: (1)Amplitude, (2)Rise time, (3)RMS, (4)Energy moment, (5)ASL, (6-8)Secondorder statistical moments • frequency spectrum parameters: parameters (9-13) of power spectral density function f( ):
where G is overall frequency range and arbitrarily chosen five frequency bands X are related to the 
Neural network learning and input parameters selection
We used training sets containing selected parameters of the 115 training pen-tests (see Fig. 2 ) for ANN learning in all numerical experiments described below. A BP-network with one hidden layer containing 20 neurons was applied in all experiments, see e.g. (Bishop 1995) . The number of BPnetwork inputs varied from 4 (4×RMS) to 52 (4×13 parameters described in the previous paragraph) and was equal to number of the parameters, which was used for the ANN training. The ANN output layer had two neurons with linear transfer function, computing an estimate of the pentest coordinates. During learning process, weights and biases of the ANN were iteratively adjusted by fast resilient backpropagation training algorithm with momentum and generalisation-improving regularisation was done simultaneously. The ANN architecture, especially the number of hidden neurons, was chosen with respect to training set size and with respect to some additional tests results (ANN convergence velocity and generalisation error were observed primarily). The tests show, among others, that the ANN architecture is almost irrelevant, if the AE sources location accuracy is only important for us. The reason of this fact is in regularisation used during the ANN learning. The regularisation helps to hold generalisation error low, even if a huge ANN with two hidden layers (39 and 19 neurons) was tested. The AE sources location error diagrams (Figs. 3 and 4) remain practically identical despite serious changes in the ANN architecture.
Initial weights and biases values considerably affect the learning process of neural network, together with its input data variance sensitivity. The starting potentials of neurons should lie into an interval of the highest slope of sigmoidal transfer function, i.e. into a symmetric interval with zero midpoint. Hence the initial weights were adjusted by statistical optimization of starting potentials of neurons.
One of the most important issues is proper choice of appropriate ANN input vector (i.e. appropriate set of AE signal parameters suitable for the AE source location choice). The problem of feature selection for particular classification system consists of identifying significant parameters and discarding the remaining ones from an initially large set of probably redundant features. Some of the computed parameters might be fully insignificant for the correct decision. Fidalgo in (Fidalgo, 2001 ) discusses an alternative FSS approach comprising the following steps:
• Train a BP-network using all possible candidate features.
• For all training patterns p, each corresponding network outputs y p,j and inputs x p,i , compute sensitivity coefficients s j,i , defined as follows:
• Eliminate "dummy" features with small values of coefficients s j,i . For trained BP -networks, high values of the sensitivity coefficients indicate "important'' features. Sensitivity coefficients defined in Eq. 3 express the network sensitivity to considered set of input patterns, which can be formulated by means of first-order derivatives of the BP -network output y j with respect to its inputs x i .
After 10000 cycles of training algorithm, the value of MSE TRAIN (Mean of Square of Errors for training data with normalized means and standard deviations) acquired the number 0.001 with evident possibility of further decreasing. On the other hand, the generalization error was rather high. Absolute location errors of all 94 testing points are shown on Fig. 3 (left) . The location error is distance between the pen-test real position and the pen-test location computed by the trained ANN. Although the regularization was being progressed during the network learning, network outputs are not too sensitive to input data variance; this fact indicates the overfitting problem, caused by the high data complexity. The sensitivity analysis of the trained network shows the cardinal importance of amplitude and RMS signal parameters, whereas the spectral parameters seem to be insignificant. Parameter RMS. Sensitivity analysis of neural networks in case of the first numerical experiment allows us to reduce the problem dimension and to consider only the one signal parameter, concretely RMS. Though the network learning process was not so fast and after 20000 learning cycles the error MSE TRAIN get near the value 0.03, the network generalized much better then the one having non-reduced inputs (see right diagram on Fig. 3 and compare left and right diagrams on Fig.  3 ). It seems that spectral parameters using for ANN learning affects the ANN generalisation abilities in similar way as additional noise in input data.
New synthetic signal parameters. To affect the information about the source location hidden in energy parameters more generally, the next eight modifications of RMS signal parameter were included: Analogous to the second experiment, after 20000 learning cycles the error MSE TRAIN get near the value 0.04 and the network generalized slightly better (see Fig. 4 ). The difference is obvious if pen-tests with the highest location error (i.e. testing points with index 80 -94) are observed. Sensitivity analysis shows, that the newly added parameters help solve the localization problem more precisely than the RMS parameter itself and that the second set of the new features (RMS CHi / RMS CHj ) is most significant. 
Conclusions
The new ANN-based AE signal source location method has been proposed. This method passes by the arrival time determination problems and estimates the source coordinates directly from selected signal parameters. In the paper is shown that the elastic wave velocity computed from measured data vary from AE source to AE source significantly in complex structure. So the second advantage of the new location method -elastic wave velocity is not required by the algorithm -is very important too. The sensitivity analysis of trained neural networks extracted RMS parameter as the most significant signal feature suitable for AE source location, which corresponds with the basic features of dispersion elastic-wave propagation. The use of modified RMS parameters even improves generalization capability of trained neural networks and the AE source location results are comparable to the classical algorithms or the ANN algorithms (Prevorovsky, 1996; Prevorovsky et al., 1998 ) based on arrival time differences. Advantages of the new method reveal under such conditions as complex structural part geometry, high background noise, etc.
